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ABSTRACT
The World Wide Telecom Web (WWTW) consists of inter-
connected voice applications (called as VoiceSites) that can
be accessed by a regular phone call. A user can interact
with a VoiceSite only through speech. This is extremely rel-
evant in developing regions where the literacy levels are low,
Internet penetration is low and phone penetration is high.

In this paper, we present the WWTW browser, that en-
ables these users to experience the same browsing experi-
ence as is available on the World Wide Web. Since the
WWTW can be accessed through a dumb phone instrument,
the WWTW browser actually resides in the network. The
browser can be accessed by making a phone call to a spe-
cific number, and standard browsing features such as back,
forward, bookmarking, history are supported. This paper
presents the concept, design, implementation and limited
usability feedback of the WWTW browser.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Information Systems]: Communications Applia-
tions—information browsers; H.5.2 [Information Systems]:
Hypertext/Hypermedia—Navigation

General Terms
design, human factors

Keywords
developing regions, world wide telecom web, browsers, voic-
esites, mobile phones

1. INTRODUCTION
Telephony voice applications have been used by enter-

prises to provide an alternate access channel to their cus-
tomers. The technical sophistication of these applications
vary a lot, where the simplest ones use the phone keypad
to navigate the voice menu, while the sophisticated systems
can process natural language in a human voice. Such voice
applications find a wider acceptability since the access inter-
face is a phone device – so people can access these applica-
tions on the move. The modality of interaction being voice,
it is fairly easy to use and navigate through these applica-
tions. The implications of phone access and ease-of-use are
even higher in developing countries where the alternative of
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Web access is not penetrative yet. The Internet penetra-
tion in developing regions is still (in the year 2008) less than
10% [28] as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparison of Internet and phone pene-

tration rates in rural areas. Source: ITU/BDT research.

However the use of telephony voice applications is still re-
stricted to a handful of enterprises. One major reason for
this is that the voice applications, unlike the websites, are
still isolated applications that have a specific piece of infor-
mation or service. Interconnection of voice applications (call
them VoiceSites) is therefore a critical requirement to enable
their spread as WWW has been able to achieve through hy-
perlinks. The World Wide Telecom Web (WWTW or Tele-
com Web or T-Web) [15] provides a mechanism and the ad-
vantages to developing the web of voice applications. There
is therefore a need to develop a browser to navigate the
connected VoiceSites in the WWTW. However unlike the
standard Web browsers, a T-Web Browser is a non-trivial
extension of its counterpart in the Web world. This is be-
cause:

• The VoiceSites can be accessed by a dumb phone, so
the browser cannot reside on the client device.

• Voice interaction is a sequential process, unlike a visual
interaction. Therefore supporting browsing features
in parallel to the customary VoiceSite interaction is
challenging.

1.1 Problem
Currently, voice applications are accessed using a tele-

phone device as shown in Figure 2. A Voice Browser is used



to access multiple applications A1, A2, ..., An that are hosted
on the same Application Server (App Server in the figure).
Since all the voice applications are on the same server, and
are accessed by the same Voice Browser, it is possible for
the Application Server to maintain a browsing history of
the applications being browsed. The applications A1 to An

can provide a link to each other [1] .

Voice Browser

ASR
+

TTS App Server

A1 A2 An…

Voice Browser

ASR
+

TTS App Server

B1 B2 Bn…

Figure 2: The current voice application deployment

and access model.

However, in this architecture, the Voice Browser at the
first site will not be able to surf a link from an application
in set A to any application in B. How to enable surfing
such cross-browser links is the problem we address in this
paper. A solution to this problem can enable browsing of
interconnected voice applications in the same way that we
browse the interconnect web pages on the Internet. This
can extend the use and applicability of the current voice
application space to become the next web – the World Wide
Telecom Web.

1.2 Paper Contribution and Outline
In this paper, we present the WWTW Browser that can

extend the use and applicability of voice application to reach
the level of the WWW. The WWTW Browser can support
standard browsing features that we use on the WWW. The
browser is designed as a server side application that can be
accessed by a dumb phone device over the voice channel.
The browser uses call-control features and VoiceXML [6]
tags to manage a user session. It provides a seamless navi-
gation experience to the end users. We position this niche
work with respect to the research done in the areas of speech-
enabled browsers, browsers on mobile devices, technologies
for developing regions and the WWTW (Section 2). Later
we present the functional specifications of the WWTW bro-
wser (Section 3). We provide the high level architecture
and the details of the call manager, session manager and
the underlying Hyperspeech Transfer Protocol (HSTP) [2]
(Section 4). We present the implementation details of the
Browser (Section 5) and report the usability of the WWTW
Browser (Section 6) before concluding the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The work presented in this paper can elicit learnings from

the following four areas of research:

Browser on the phone: Mobile Internet penetration
has reached beyond 240 million users [19]. Not surprisingly,
researchers are actively working to improve the Internet ex-
perience on mobile devices. WEST [4] is a Web browser for
small terminals, that uses text reduction and context visu-
alization techniques to fit a web page in the limited device
display. In [7], the authors present a method to reconstruct

PC-optimized webpages for mobile devices by using a seg-
mentation based approach. A usability test for navigation
on the mobile device suggests that not all navigation guide-
lines of the fixed Internet are applicable to the mobile Inter-
net [9, 11]. An HTML to WML conversion proxy server is
presented in [10] to render webpages on mobile browsers.
The focus of most of the work done in this area is on pre-
senting the content on the small device. Something to adopt
from this area of research is the use of a proxy server that
converts webpages to the device form-factor.

Non-Visual Web-Browsers: Research in the area of
non-visual interaction with Web browsers is inspired from
two different sources: (a) to provide accessibility to visually-
impaired users, and, (b) to minimize load on the small screen
size in a mobile device. CSurf [16], aiBrowser [18] and
HearSay [23] are examples of browsers that render webpages
for the visually impaired. They use different analysis tools
to identify the right content and then the right presentation
format for end users. Authors in [24] use audio in the feed-
back channel to minimize user attention required to browse
a webpage. They focus on delivering content rather than a
specific focus on navigation. The PhoneBrowser [20] pro-
poses to browse the WWW using a phone instrument where
the user hears a verbal description of each visited Web page
using a synthesized voice. Here too, the focus is on transcod-
ing the content from visual to an acoustic modality so that
it can be accessed by phone over voice.
Even though significant work has been done to render a web-
page content to voice, exact features of the web browser such
as back, forward, bookmark and history have either not been
discussed in detail, or there has not been a need for a novel
solution to provide these features on mobile devices.

Technologies for developing regions: There have been
several efforts to provide information to people in rural ar-
eas. There are solutions in the network space to provide low-
cost Internet access access for rural areas [17], [25]. Commu-
nity Radio systems have been studied as a alternative solu-
tion to provide information in rural areas. A sustainability
study of the community radio service is presented in [8] for
Nepalese radio stations. Extensions to community radio ser-
vice to involve audience participation have been presented
in [27]. The CAM system [21] provides an interface to cap-
ture local data using the mobile phone camera. It has been
applied for microfinance data capture [22] and for procure-
ment and quality control in a rural cooperative [26].
While there are several point solutions that provide innova-
tive technologies to improve the living standards in devel-
oping regions, these solutions are not easy to generalize to
different geographies and to different applications.

VoiceSites and the World Wide Telecom Web: Voic-
eSites are voice driven applications that are created by the
subscribers and hosted in the telecom network [13]. They are
represented by a unique phone number and can be accessed
from any phone instrument, mobile or landline through an
ordinary phone call to that number. The phone does not
require any extra features or software to be installed on the
device. VoiceSites are therefore analogous to websites in the
WWW but can be accessed by dialing a phone number and
information can be listened rather than being read or seen.

Creation of a VoiceSite is made easy by the VoiGen sys-
tem [13] through which anyone can call up the VoiGen sys-



tem and interact with it through voice. This can enable
any illiterate person to create her VoiceSite. Such a system
enables easy local-content creation. All information in the
VoiceSite is stored as audio messages that are recorded by
making a phone call to the system. A sample interaction for
creating a VoiceSite is shown in Figure 3.

S: Welcome to the VoiGen system. Please speak your welcome
prompt
C: My name is Ratan and I work as a hindastani classical vocal
teacher in south extension, malviya nagar and nearby areas
S: The welcome prompt has been recorded.
S: Say 1 if you wish to specify your references, Say 2 to specify
the charges or Say 3 to specify your working hours.
C: One
S: Say the people and their contacts who can vouch for your
work.
C: You can ask about my teaching abilities from Mr. Sanjay,
his number is 9484042433. Or you can ask from Mr. Gaurav -
9844740248.
S: References have been recorded. What next?
C: Two
S: What are the charges that you ask for your service.
C: I charge fifty rupees for an hour and one thousand rupees for
a month. However the rates really depend on the type of job.
S: Charges have been saved. What next?
C: Three
S: What are your working hours.
C: I am available from 3 pm to about 6 pm - all seven days a
week.
S: You have specified all the preferences. Should I save them?
C: Yes.
S: Your VoiceSite has been created. Thanks for using the
system.

Figure 3: A sample interaction of service provider with

the VoiGen system.

By answering simple questions as the ones shown in this
interaction, an illiterate person can also create a VoiceSite.
A person who needs a classical vocal teacher can access this
VoiceSite and get her information. Such a simple mechanism
can improve the business of the VoiceSite creator.
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Figure 4: The World Wide Telecom Web.

A VoiceSite can link to other VoiceSites through Hyper-

speech Transfer Protocol (HSTP) [2]. A network of such
interconnected VoiceSites results into a World Wide Tele-
com Web (WWTW) [14] as shown in Figure 4.

System level technology development work on WWTW
has been presented in [13] where the authors present tech-
nologies for VoiceSite creation. The Hyperspeech Transfer
Protocol (HSTP) has been presented in [2] that enables link-
ing of one VoiceSite with other in the Telecom-Web. A so-
lution based on these technologies [12] proposes to organize
the unorganized urban poor businesses. The concept of the
WWTW Browser has been presented in [3]. In this paper,
we extend the underlying technologies of the World Wide
Telecom Web [14] by presenting the WWTW Browser to en-
able navigation of VoiceSites akin to the Visual Web Browser
in the WWW domain.

3. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
Drawing parallels from the Web browser, a T-Web browser

needs to provide the following features

• History: A user should be able to browse through
the previous VoiceSites that s/he has visited in the
past. The browser therefore needs to store the phone
number of the VoiceSite and the date and time when
it was visited by the user.

• Bookmarks: The browser needs to allow the user to
bookmark a particular VoiceSite that s/he is is cur-
rently browsing. In the T-Web, the browser will have
to ask the user to speak a label for the VoiceSite. It
should also provide an interface to present the book-
marks to the user so that a user can choose one of the
stored bookmarks.

• Navigation: The browser needs to provide standard
navigation features such as back, forward and hyperlink
navigation to other VoiceSites. For this, the browser
should maintain a session for the current browsing of
a user and should store the navigation paths.

• Tabbed Browsing: Over the last few years, Web
browsers have been providing the feature to open mul-
tiple tabs for browsing different websites simultane-
ously. Such a feature allows the user to navigate mul-
tiple sites within the same browser window.

• Search through Browser: Current web browsers
provide a mechanism to search the content of a ren-
dered web page. This is especially helpful when a page
contains a large amount of text.

The first version of our browser can support the first
three features mentioned above - which are infact basic to
a browser. Advanced features such as tabbed browsing and
search within a browser are even more complicated in the
voice domain. The work presented in this paper will enable
development of a server side T-Web browser that can pro-
vide the features of navigation, bookmarking and history to
the end user. The working model of the T-Web browser in-
volves a user making a phone call to the Browser. Once the
user is connected to the browser, s/he can either (a) choose
to view history and go to a previously visited VoiceSite by
speaking the specific commands, (b) Open a new VoiceSite
by providing the phone number of the VoiceSite, (c) listen



to bookmarks and choose a particular bookmarked Voice-
Site and connect to that. When a user is connected to the
VoiceSite through the T-Web browser, s/he can issue the
following spoken commands to the browser while navigat-
ing the VoiceSite (a) bookmark this VoiceSite, (b) traverse
a hyperlink to connect to the other VoiceSite, (c) go back
or forward to the previous/next VoiceSite, and, (d) access
history or stored bookmarks. These features will enable the
navigation on the Telecom Web, through any phone instru-
ment using just the voice commands.

4. THE TELECOM WEB BROWSER
In this section, we describe the architecture of the WWTW

Browser. We first present the operational model that high-
lights the role of a browser in the WWTW. Then we present
the detailed architecture and the application flow.

4.1 Architectural Overview
A traditional Web browser such as Internet Explorer or a

Firefox browser is a client side software that resides on the
user’s personal computer (PC) or a high end phone that has
Internet access. In the World Wide Telecom Web, the client
device is typically a low-end phone1 and the access to a Voic-
eSite is through voice interaction over a telephone call rather
than a data channel. This implies that the Telecom Web
browser needs to be designed as a server-side technology.
Based on this implication, Figure 5 shows the operational
model of the WWTW Browser. A user makes a phone call
by dialing the WWTW Browser phone number. Once s/he
is connected to the browser, s/he can then access the Voic-
eSites in the Telecom Web by different browser commands
that are mentioned later in this paper. Being a server-side
technology, it is evident that a single T-Web Browser can
support multiple end users.

World Wide Telecom Web
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Site Voice

Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

Voice
Site

HSTP

WWTW
Browser

End-user accessing 
the T-Web

Phone call

Figure 5: Telecom Web browser operational model.

Given this operational model, the browser commands is-
sued by a user can either be spoken word commands or
keypad (often known as DTMF - Dual Tone Multiple Fre-
quency) commands since a basic phone instrument and the
telephone link between the phone and the browser cannot
support any other modality. The interpretation of these

1It is possible to use a PC to access VoiceSites through a
soft phone.

commands happens at the browser. Therefore the browser
needs a speech recognition system. A VoiceSite also typi-
cally uses the same interaction modalities.
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Figure 6: Multiple users and multiple browsers.

As shown in Figure 6 the Telecom Web browser serves
as the window through which a user accesses the VoiceSites
hosted in the Telecom Web in a seamless fashion. A user can
access individual VoiceSites directly too, without involving
the Telecom Web browser. However, in that case, the user
either needs to know the address2 of the VoiceSite to be vis-
ited or the current open VoiceSite should contain a hyperlink
to that VoiceSite. The figure also shows that multiple users
(user A, B and C) can surf the Telecom Web through the
same browser instance. Similarly, a single user (user C) can
choose to browse through different Telecom Web browsers
at different times. The browser itself can be considered to
be a special VoiceSite that provides navigational features to
the user.

4.2 Detailed Architecture
The operational figures above illustrate that a user con-

nects to the T-Web browser VoiceSite and then accesses any
VoiceSite of her/his interest. Once a user is connected to a
VoiceSite, s/he should be able to interact with the VoiceSite
and the browser simultaneously. This is non-trivial since
the browser commands can be issued at any point of time
while navigating a VoiceSite. Therefore it is crucial that the
browser is available and accessible to the user at all times.
This is relatively a simple task in Graphical User Interfaces
where traditional browsers split the screen space to accom-
modate browser’s command menu and the website content
as shown in Figure 7. However, in the absence of this spatial
dimension in the WWTW, it is non-trivial to ensure that the
user can communicate with the Telecom Web browser and
the VoiceSite being browsed.

The detailed component level architecture of the WWTW
browser is presented in Figure 8. The browser uses CCXML
[5] to conference two call legs (one connection between the
browser and the user, second connection between the browser
and the VoiceSite). This allows the browser as well as the
VoiceSite (and therefore their corresponding speech recog-
nition systems) to remain active in the same telephone call.
This does not require the end-user phone to support confer-
encing. The phone call mentioned in Figure 8 between the
phone instrument and the browser and between the browser

2In the WWTW, the equivalent of an address or URL is the
phone number of the VoiceSite.
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and the VoiceSite is a three party conference call through
the CCXML. Drawing parallels from the visual browser, if a
speech command is specific to the browser, then the browser
takes action on it. On the other hand, if the speech com-
mand is specific to the VoiceSite, the browser takes no ac-
tion. This is similar to a mouse click in the browser part
of the pane vs. a mouse click in the website content in the
visual world. In the present implementation, any command
that starts with the word browser is a browser command.
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browser.

As shown in the figure, the Call Manager, Command Inter-

preter, Session Manager and the Data Model in the Database
form the core components of the Telecom Web browser. The
interaction between these components is explained through
the numbers in the figure and the corresponding explanation
below:

1. All calls from the end-user land to the Call Manager

through a simple phone call.

2. The Call Manager makes a dialog call to the Com-

mand Interpreter which then presents the browser
commands to the user. The Command Interpreter is
responsible for all interactions with the end user. It

provides the user with the choice of commands and
interprets any command issued by the user. When a
command (to access a new VoiceSite with the num-
ber 43112673 in the figure) is issued by the user, it is
passed on to the Call Manager.

3. The Call Manager then makes the phone call to the
VoiceSite, while retaining the original call with the
browser. Thus a three-party call is established by the
Call Manager. The Call Manager also makes relevant
API calls to register events in the browser database.
A Data Model (explained in Section 5) is designed to
store data related to the browsing session of the user.

4. While browsing this VoiceSite, a user can issue a bro-
wser command to be transferred to a new VoiceSite
(42482040). This command is again interpreted by the
Command Interpreter and the HSTP layer transfers the
relevant information (explained in Section 5) through
a SOAP call to the Session Manager. The Session Man-

ager manages the session information for the current
user browsing session. It then passes on the message
to the Call Manager through an API call. It also sends
a SOAP message through the HSTP to the new Voic-
eSite. The Call Manager then establishes the phone
call connection of the to the new VoiceSite. It also re-
peats the step of making the appropriate API calls to
register the navigation in the browser database.

4.3 Design Discussions
The benefit of the design presented above is that the

browser becomes omnipresent and user need not be aware
of it. This brings in the possibility, however, that browser
becomes a bottleneck especially if it is shared among var-
ious users. It would keep a telephone call active for every
user for the entire duration of the their browsing sessions
and also bear the overhead of managing call transfers while
they follow hyperlinks. In an alternative design, the Telecom
Web browser may not actively be involved in the direct call
path of the user and could simply receive the status of the
browsing session from various VoiceSites visited by the user.
The HSTP layer at each VoiceSite visited could perform the
task of updating the Telecom Web browser VoiceSite. This
implies that the browser VoiceSite and the visited VoiceSite
are not available simultaneously but accessible over different
telephone calls. In such a case, to issue a browser command,
the user would be required to put the current VoiceSite ses-
sion on hold and switch to or make a fresh call to the browser
for issuing a command. The browser could then instruct the
HSTP layer at the currently visited VoiceSite to carry out
the necessary action. The benefit here is that the browser
VoiceSite need not act as a call switch and thus rule out the
possibility of being a potential bottleneck. The drawback is
that the user interface aspect suffers since we need two sepa-
rate calls to use the browser in conjunction with the browsed
VoiceSite and the user becomes aware of the presence of the
browser.

We adopted an approach that is a mix of both the above. In
this approach, the browser still remains a single control point
and initiate the VoiceSite connections but the call transfers
and session transfers (for voiLinks) will still happen between
the VoiceSites themselves with updates about all actions
sent to the browser. Also, it would reduce the overload on
the browser for managing session transfers and helps retain
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efficient usability since the user does not have to switch to
any other interface to issue browser commands. This keeps
the user interface simple and the browser scalable.

Another important design point to consider when two call
legs are active at the same time is to identify a mechanism
to distinguish between the browser commands and the Voic-
eSite commands since the audio input channels are open
on both legs. One approach is to ‘switch’ to the browser-
command mode by saying a unique browser specific key-
word like ‘T-Web Browser’ or pressing special keypad se-
quence like ‘*####*’. This keyword would take the user
to the browser command menu where the user can enter
the browser commands such as back, forward and bookmark
this site. The assumption is that this keyword would not be
present in any VoiceSite’s grammar. Other approach is to
append a prefix word Browser to all the browser commands
such as Browser back and Browser new. This would not re-
quire the user to switch any separate command mode for
issuing browser commands. The assumption is that these
phrases (with the prefix) would not be a part of any Voic-
eSite’s grammar. We have adopted the second approach to
give a seamless browsing experience to the user with mini-
mum effort and wait time.

4.4 Specific Scenarios and Application Flow
The application logic of the Telecom Web browser Voice-

Site is responsible for providing its core functionality. Fig-
ure 9 shows various commands supported by the Telecom
Web browser along with the application flow triggered by
each of those. Following commands are accepted by the
browser:

• Open New: When a user requests connection to a
new VoiceSite, the Command Interpreter accepts the
phone number of the VoiceSite and passes this to the
Session Manager. The Session Manager then initiates
a session transfer to the new VoiceSite through the
HSTP. Once a session is established, the Call Manager

then initiates a phone call transfer to the new Voic-
eSite and the user is connected to the VoiceSite. In

parallel, the Call Manager publishes the information
of the VoiceSite to the navigation history of the user
in the Database. While navigating the VoiceSite, the
user can speak any browser command as shown in the
figure.

• Back: If a user issues a back command, the Call Man-

ager makes an API call to the database and retrieves
the details of the previously visited VoiceSite. If there
is no VoiceSite that was visited by the user in the cur-
rent browsing session, the Command Interpreter plays
a Not Available message to the user and the session is
transferred back to the same VoiceSite that the user
was browsing. If there was a previously visited Voice-
Site, the Call Manager gets the details from the Data-
base and passes the information to the Session Manager

and the flow proceeds in the same way as explained in
the Open New case above.

• Forward: The flow for the forward command is ex-
actly similar to the back command, except that the Call

Manager retrieves entries from the forward column of
the database.

• Bookmark: When a user issues a bookmark com-
mand, the Command Interpreter asks the user whether
s/he wishes to add a bookmark or access the previ-
ously stored bookmarks. To add a bookmark, the user
records an audio label for the VoiceSite and the details
of the VoiceSite along with the audio label are stored
in the Database. The interaction is then returned to
the previous state. If a user wishes to access previ-
ously stored bookmarks, then all the audio labels of
the stored bookmarks are played to the user sequen-
tially by the Command Interpreter. The user can select
a specific bookmark and then the Call Manager checks
in the Database if it has the required details of the
VoiceSite. If the details exist, then the session and
the call is transferred to the bookmarked VoiceSite. If
not, the Command Interpreter interacts with the user
to choose another bookmark.



• History: A user may choose to look at previously
visited VoiceSites. The browser retrieves the informa-
tion from the Database and the Command Interpreter

presents the results to the user. As is the case with
bookmarks, a user can then choose to browse a spe-
cific VoiceSite from this list. The application flow for
history is similar to the bookmarks for establishing a
session.

• Exit: At any point during the browsing, a user may
issue an exit command to close the browser session.
The Call Manager drops the call and this disconnects
the user from the browser.

When any of the above commands are invoked, the Voic-
eSite is disconnected by the browser and hence the session
information of the VoiceSite is sent to the browser Session

Manager by the HSTP layer.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
Even though T-Web Browser is invoked and implemented

like a VoiceSite, it’s requirement for managing multiple call
connections and sessions across VoiceSites makes it an ideal
application to be implemented using CCXML [5]. CCXML
is a W3C standard for Voice Browser Call Control which has
extended capabilities for maintaining multiple call sessions
and also the ability to integrate VXML applications within
the call flow. However, due to lack of availability of resources
during the implementation of our prototype, we have simu-
lated the entire call flow using VXML-jsp applications and
Java Beans. In this section, we describe the classes, inter-
faces, data model and the modifications to HSTP that were
performed in the development of the T-Web Browser.

5.1 Classes and Interfaces
The following classes have been used in the implementa-

tion:

1. CallManager() class manages all the connections to
VoiceSites and makes API calls to SessionManager and
the DB class explained below. Since we have used
Voice XML in our implementation, we are using bridged
transfer to connect to the VoiceSites. In a VoiceXML
bridged transfer, a grammar can be kept active which
listens to the browser commands while the user is con-
nected to the VoiceSite.

2. SessionManager() class maintains the user’s session in-
formation while the user is browsing different Voice-
Sites. The transferSession() method is invoked by the
CallManager to indicate the SessionManager to trans-
fer session to a VoiceSite before initiating a call trans-
fer to it. The HSTP layer of the Session Manager in
turn, triggers a SOAP request to the target VoiceSite’s
HSTP layer with the corresponding session informa-
tion. The session information related to a particular
VoiceSite can be of two types:
(a) User’s session information pertaining only to the
VoiceSite that the user is visiting. (Example - login or
state information).
(b) User’s context information that needs to be trans-
ferred to a different VoiceSite when a hyperspeech link
[2] is accessed. (Example - for transferring payment
information).

3. DB() class maintains the database for history, book-
marks and user settings. It has methods for inserting a
new voice site to the short term and long term history,
for lookup of short-term and long-term history, insert
and lookup of bookmarks to/from the database and
for cleanup to cleans the user’s session information if
the user disconnects from the browser.

The classes described above also implement methods to
provide the following logical interfaces for communication
across these classes:

1. Call Manager-Session Manager: The Call Manager in-
dicates the Session Manager to transfer the user session
before moving back or forward to any VoiceSite.

2. Call Manager-Database: Call Manager issues commands
to the database such as Insert VoiceSite, Set Setting,
Lookup History, Insert Bookmark, Lookup Bookmarks
to update and/or retrieve user history, settings and
bookmarks.

3. Session Manager-HSTP: A Session Manager indicates
the HSTP layer to transfer session information to the
VoiceSite (as and when required by the Call Manager).

5.2 Data Model
The database for the browser has been implemented on

Apache Derby. Browsing history is stored in two separate
databases:
Short Term History is maintained ‘per user session’. If the
user issues a back/forward command, the short term history
is looked upon to find out the corresponding VoiceSite num-
ber. This history is deleted after the user’s browser session
is over.
Long Term History is maintained ‘per user’ across all her ses-
sions. If the user issues a history command, she can browse
all the VoiceSites visited over a certain period of time.

Bookmarks are stored for each user with an audio file
which contains the title of the bookmark recorded by the
user.

5.3 HSTP Modifications
To efficiently use HSTP along with the browser frame-

work, a couple of modifications had to be made to it’s func-
tionality and operation.
HSTP Message Format. The HSTP message that is sent to
other HSTP layers is as follows:

Table 1: HSTP message format
ID Description

CALLER NO phone number of the person who called the
browser

SESSION ID session ID for the user’s browser session

VA1 current VoiceSite’s number

VA2 target VoiceSite’s number

AC1 session info from current VoiceSite

AC2 session info for target VoiceSite

VA2 and AC2 will be sent in case a voiLink is being tra-
versed or when the browser’s session manager is sending
session information to a VoiceSite. Hop number is no longer
needed since the browser will be maintaining the user his-
tory. Also, ‘Type’ parameter has been removed because all
VoiceSite traversals will be standard call transfers and the
reconnection attempts will be monitored by the browser.



To efficiently maintain user’s session information HSTP
will now send the session information to the Session Manager

of the browser as soon the user’s connection to the Voice-
Site is broken (this also takes care of the use case when the
browser connection disconnects while user is still browsing
a VoiceSite)

6. USABILITY TESTING
We tested the usability of the Telecom Web Browser with

10 subjects by making them use the browser to browse dif-
ferent VoiceSites. All of these subjects had used a WWW
browser like Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox earlier, so
were familiar with the concept of a browser. The usability
tests were carried out using a soft VoIP phone instead of
a regular phone. This was due to the non-availability of a
PSTN to VoIP gateway at our lab. However the browsing
experience from an end user perspective is the same so we
believe that these results will be valid for a regular phone
instrument as well.

Figure 10: SJPhone - a VoIP phone used for usabil-

ity tests.

Of the 10 subjects, 7 said they would definitely prefer us-
ing a browser instead of calling the VoiceSites directly. One
of the subjects who was not sure about using the browser
was worried about the technical limitations of audio inter-
faces like state of the art of voice recognition etc. For one of
the subjects, it was difficult to envision which one he would
choose since he hasn’t been using VoiceSites very often.
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Figure 11: Preference to the browser rather than

calling directly to the VoiceSite.

7 of the 10 subjects believed that the call transfer from

one VoiceSite to another happened smoothly for them while
using the browser.
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Figure 12: Smooth call transfer experience.
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Figure 13: Overall browsing experience.

One of the subjects, whose voice inputs happened smoothly
for most of the browser commands, mentioned that he would
still prefer DTMF-only input interface for all browser com-
mands. On the other hand, one subject suggested that
if the browser is trained by him beforehand for the voice
commands, voice recognition can be improved for browser
commands. One subject also expressed a need of human
recorded voice for browser prompts instead of using text-to-
speech to for a cleaner auditory separation from the Voic-
eSite prompts. 40% of the subjects tagged their browser
experience as ’Excellent’ while 50% tagged it as ’Ok’.

7. CONCLUSION
A World Wide Telecom Web Browser opens up a lot of

possibilities for accessing interconnected voice applications.
Rich navigation experience (similar to that available for Web
users) can be provided in the T-Web world. The strength of
the browser presented in this paper is that it is a server-side
implementation and does not have any requirement on the
client device. This ensures that the browser can be accessed
from a phone instrument of any make, operating system or
form factor. The implications of such a browser for the de-
veloping world are tremendous – owing to the high phone
penetration and low Internet penetration rates. Following
are the key conclusions that we draw from the work pre-
sented in this paper:

1. We present a WWTW Browser that can provide fea-
tures such as back, forward, history and bookmarks to
navigate interconnected VoiceSites in the World wide
Telecom Web.



2. We implement the browser as a server-side technology
that can be accessed by any phone instrument. This
is unlike the case of a Web browser, but is critical for
the Telecom Web world where we expect the end users
to access VoiceSites through their phones, mostly low-
end.

3. We perform a limited usability study of the imple-
mented browser and are happy to report that of the 10
people who tried this browser, 8 found it to be useful
and usable.

The basic concept, architecture, implementation and us-
ability of the T-Web browser presented in this paper opens
up a number of features and unique research problems in
this domain. Since browsing VoiceSites is itself a novel phe-
nomenon, new requirements will evolve as the Telecom Web
grows. A user may want to pause his browsing if he gets an
incoming phone call to the phone that he is using to browse.
Therefore, a mechanism to ask the browser to pause the cur-
rent browsing will be required. This is a novel feature and
arises due to the sequential and continuous nature of the
VoiceSite interaction. Moreover, since a phone is usually
used as a two-way instrument, where a user can also expect
to be called by a phone (i.e. a VoiceSite), we can provide a
feature where the VoiceSite can call a user if the navigation
(especially transaction) is incomplete. We intend to pursue
some of these directions to harp on the unique and novel re-
quirements in the World Wide Telecom Web Browser space.
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